Ponton Coupé / Convertible Register – Questionnaire
Please use one form for each vehicle. Make a copy for every additional vehicle! You can fill in all relevant information directly
into the boxes in this form. Just place the cursor and type your data. For boxes that require just a `“Yes“, mark them by
ticking. When finished, store this form and attach to an email to be sent or faxed to the address mentioned at the bottom of
this form. We really appreciate your help completing the statistics of our enjoyable classic cars.
VIN- Number (Fahrgestellnummer):
Bodynumber (Aufbaunummer):
(You can find it either on the original Mercedes datacard or on a small plate when opening the driver side door on the forward side of
the A-frame near the door hinges. If you don`t have the datacard or the plate is missing, there is another place. Look for three
hammerd in numbers on the top and left side of the wall that seperates the engine from the passenger compartment. If your car is
undergoing restoration at the moment you`ll find the numbers as well on all back sides of any wood and chrome parts, often added by
a letter „A“ or „C“. If the numbers are not all the same they did not belong originally to your car and were exchanged in the past.
Engine-Number (Motornummer):
(Please take the original number. In case of an exchange engine add this number as well.)
Day of first registration/Day of delivery:
(from car documents or Mercedes datacard)
Current registration (if applicable):
Name/Adress/e-mail: (appreciated but not necessary);
Color/Color number:
(Please state the original and current color. If you have a two or three tone painting state the colors in the following order: bottom to
middle to top color. For convertibles as well the hood color.)
Leather color/Floor mats / Carpet color and number:
(Please state original and current colors if different and known)
Type of wood:
Options:

Palisander

Sliding roof

Macassar
Fixed backseats

Hydrak Clutch

Headrests

Root nut

other:

Foldable backseats
Rubber floor mats

Front seat bench
Radio

Country of delivery (e.g.: USA):
Condition:
(e.g.: scrapped, disassembled, undergoing restoration, running condition, fair, good, perfect, original, .......)

Please send via email or fax:
http://www.mbig.de
Mercedes-Benz IG
D.Gonzalez
Germany
Phone: +49 2204 9689084
Fax: +49 2204 961492
pontonregister@mbig.de

